
La Cebadilla about
that time!

The Board of
Directors and surely
each of you thank
Tom for his several
years of service to
the community and
for his recent term
as President. Best
wishes to Tom and
his family as they
fulfill their plans
and relocate else-
where in Tucson!

The Board will
continue on the course
that Tom had charted and presented
in the December newsletter. We have
achieved the extension of our Articles
of Incorporation “in perpetuity” and
duly filed the extension with the
Corporation Commission. An affir-
mative vote by 85% of our members
was cast in favor of this extension.
Thanks to Jerry Morris and his team
of volunteers for a job well done!

We continue to work at understand-
ing the changes that the legislature
has, and is continuing to make to the
Arizona Revised Statutes concerning
the administration of non-profit
associations such as La Cebadilla
Estates Corporation. Last July, the
legislature revised many of the rules
on responsibilities of “associations”
in providing detailed information to
prospective buyers of units in their

BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS
Life is full of surprises!  Here is

one for all of us! Tom Wolf submitted
his resignation from the Board of
Directors and as President on April
6th. Tom and Erica are in the process
of selling their home, chauffeuring
two children to and from school, and
trying to maintain two very busy
professional careers. Tom regrets the
need to step down from the board,
but he was unable to continue to
invest the amount of time he felt he
needed to do the job. Now for the
real surprise: the Board appointed a
previous member as the replacement
for Tom and also elected him to serve
as President of the Board of Directors
for the remainder of 1997. Greetings
from your newly appointed & elect-
ed President, Jerry Rosser! I am not
sure how I let this happen, but I think
the “Orient Express” came through

association, House
Bill 2299. This
year, the 43rd
Legislature has

processed
several bills
and amend-
ments again
changing the
same laws,
seemingly for
the better.
We now are
looking at
these changes
and preparing
to modify our

procedures accordingly. One issue
that has shown up in each of the
changes, is that of the association’s
responsibility to notify potential buyers
of properties about violations/ non-
compliance to the Declarations, Articles
of Incorporation, and/or Bylaws of
the association. This is causing the
Board and both the Architectural and
Deed Restrictions Committees to
evaluate our policy and procedures
pursuant to these documents.

It is suggested that everyone take
a look around their property for pos-
sible violations and if any are found,
take the appropriate action to correct
the situation. It is not our policy to
police the community looking for
violations, however, there are several
currently being reviewed by our
committees. We have the declara-
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LAKE
COMMITTEE

Springtime has brought an increase
in the number of visitors to the lake.
Recent incidents (the theft of a
neighbor’s golf cart later found sub-
merged in the lake, burning of no
parking signs left along with broken
beer bottles at various party sites
adjacent to the lake and loud late
night traffic) have prompted security
to be reinstated. Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday evenings there has been
a noticeable decrease in the weekend
evening and midnight traffic with
the security guard on duty.

There continues to be an increase
in the number of vehicles parked at
the lake during the rest of the week
that do not bear LCE stickers. They
are usually “peaceful trespassers” who
report they were given permission
by their “LCE resident” friend to fish
at the lake. As a lover of nature, I find
it very difficult to be “hard nosed”
about my fellow man enjoying the
beauty of the lake, but in light of
recent events, the Sheriff will be
called for cars not bearing the LCE
sticker. If you are not with your
guest, the Sheriff will ask them to

tions solely for the purpose of main-
taining the quality of our communi-
ty, please don’t be one of the few that
try to avoid the issue—it only makes
things more difficult for your neigh-
bors and fellow residents. Both the
Architecture and Deed Restrictions
Committees are ready to help you
resolve any questions or problems
you may have. Contact either David
Canterman (Architectural) or John
Covington (Deed Restrictions) for
assistance. The policies and proce-
dures for each of these committees
will be revised according to the recent
changes to the statutes and will be
published in the next newsletter for
your reading pleasure.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
continued from page 1

In addition to Tom Wolf’s resigna-
tion, Betty Headrick has also left the
board earlier this year. This leaves the
board with one opening for a Director.
If you or someone you know is
interested in serving on the board
for the remainder of 1997, contact
me at your earliest convenience! We
also have changed some of the Board
Liaison assignments to work with
our standing committees. Currently,
Doug Nelson is working with the
Architectural Committee, Jerry Morris
with the Deed Restrictions, Donna
Byers with both Directory and Horse
Trails, Cita Scott with the Lake,
Social and Landscaping committees,
Jerry Allen with Mailboxes, Alice
Hendrickson with Newsletter, and
Lyn Ragsdale with Security. Our
Directors are busy working to keep
everything moving along and with
harmony among the community.
When you see one of our Directors
or Committee Chairpersons, take a
moment and thank them for their
efforts on behalf of our community!

Thanks to Bill Singer, Mailboxes
committee, for arranging to have all
of the La Cebadilla entrances and street
signs refinished. This is something
that needs to be done frequently to
cope with our summer sunshine and
to preserve the wood. Thanks Bill for
your continued service in this area!

Look in the front of your La
Cebadilla Directory and check out
the dates for Board meetings and
other planned events for our associa-
tion. We welcome your attendance
and comments on the activities covered
at these functions. Come on out and
get to know your Directors!

See you at the next board meeting.

Jerry Rosser,
LCE Board President

leave, if they return they will be
arrested. LCE stickers for vehicles
can be obtained by calling Janelle
Larsen at 749-5299.

If you do find time to enjoy the
lake remember snakes are out. Remind
your family to be extra cautious where
they step, reach, and sit at the lake.
This year in particular, children who
fish at the lake should be cautioned
to avoid the tall grass that borders
parts of the lake. Due to a study for
a long term maintenance program
that is underway, the cutting back of
the reeds and grass has been delayed.
We will have a plan soon!

Jerry & Donna Beal, Chairpersons
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In LCE and other rural areas, it is
necessary to purchase fire department
protection from Rural Metro. Non-
participants pay hefty charges for
fire fighting services.

RURAL METRO

After a very welcome quiet time
the past few months, things changed
in May. We have had three mailboxes
abused and damaged so far this month.
They seem to be in specific locations
rather than general, which may mean
that they are being vandalized for
personal reasons.

At this time we are repainting
and relettering all our  corner signs
and hope to have them finished by
the end of the month. They certainly
needed a facelift and I’m sure the
painting will help to keep up the
appearance of our streets in La
Cebadilla, which we like to see.

Bill Singer, Chairperson

Please be advised that during the
summer DPW will be doing patch
repairs on LCE roads.

Jerry Allen, Board Member

ROAD REPAIRS

Many residents enjoy walking in
this neighborhood, but their pleasure
is often spoiled by dogs who come
out and bark or follow them, creating
a feeling of unease and insecurity.
Please be considerate. Keep your dogs
confined to your own property for the
dog’s safety as well, as vehicles often
travel too fast through our area.
Thank you on behalf of the walkers
and joggers in LCE.

DOG OWNERS

Three times yearly we contract to
have someone tidy the corners and
the cactus median as well as trim
some of the trees.

Jeanne Rose, Chairperson

LANDSCAPE
COMMITTEE

MAIL BOX 
& STREET SIGN

COMMITTEE

Doug Nelson is retiring after many
long years of dedicated work. I look
forward to serving as your Chairperson,
and Doug will be assisting me through
the transition period. 

If you have any suggestions, ques-
tions, or plans to submit, please contact
me at 749-2462 before 9:00 p.m.

With the exception of an existing
home receiving an addition, there
have been no plans submitted for
construction.

David Canterman, Chairperson

ARCHITECTURAL
COMMITTEE
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NEW RESIDENTS
IN LA CEBADILLA ESTATES

There has been a case of mail theft
in La Cebadilla. The Post Office has
given us some common sense ideas
to thwart this activity.

1. Deposit your outgoing mail at a 
Postal Service Collection Box or 
Post Office. If you find it necessary
to use your own mailbox, do not 
put the flag up.

2. Pick up your mail as soon as possible
after delivery. Don’t leave mail in 
the box longer than necessary 
and never leave mail in the box 
overnight. Always have a “hold” 
placed on the mail during vacation.
In an emergency, ask a neighbor 
to pick up your mail for you.

3. If you observe someone suspicious,
do not confront him. Take down 
his description, a description of 
his car, and the license plate number.
If the theft is “in progress”, call 
the police at 911, then call the 
Postal Inspector at 388-5165. 
Then call La Cebadilla Security.

4. If you believe your mail has   
been stolen, report it to your  
local Postmaster and complete     
a Form 2016 or call the Postal 
Inspection Service.

Erica Wolf, Chairperson

Remember, 
mail theft is a 
Federal crime. 

SECURITY
COMMITTEE

SUSAN AND TIM PETERSON
2540 N. Avenida Sorgo

Susan and Tim met in Madison,
Wisconsin while Tim was in medical
school and Susan was completing her
nursing studies. After practicing in
Wisconsin, they moved to Arizona;
first the foothills in Tucson, then to
La Cebadilla where Susan was the
overseer during the construction of
their new home. She still works
occasionally at St. Joseph’s Hospital
to keep her R.N. skills. Tim is board
certified in Family Practice and is
President of Thomas Davis Medical
Center. Susan, along with her horse,
is a volunteer at Saguaro National Park
East. She also enjoys cooking and
knitting. Together Susan and Tim
relish time on their sailboat in San
Diego as well as hiking and fishing.

ANGIE AND RON GILL
2650 N. Avenida Sorgo 

Angie and Ron Gill drove straight
through to La Cebadilla from their
home in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
(40 hours) with the four-footed
members of their family; 2 labs and
2 newfoundlands (one of which could
probably be in the Guiness Book as
the “biggest dog in the world”). The
Gills are very familiar with La Cebadilla
since Angie’s parents are the Dettys
who line on Camino Cartamo. Angie,
who trained as a veterinarian’s assistant
was a very active volunteer at her

daughter’s school. For now. she is a
stay at home Mom who would like
very much to get a horse. Ron is a
retired service station owner who is
an avid golfer. Colleen, who is eight
years old, enjoys having her grand-
parents so nearby but she sure would
like to have some playmates.

By the way, Angie said they were
very impressed with the Tanque Verde
School District and their daughter’s
treatment as an incoming student.
That’s always nice to hear. 

JACKKI AND WARREN 
WITKOWSKI             

13385 E. Camino La Cebadilla 

Warren and Jackki Witkowski are
our new neighbors at 13385 E.
Camino La Cebadilla. They moved
here from their last home in the
Catalina Mountain Foothills. They
like the open space in La Cebadilla.

Warren is an Architect. He graduated
from the University of Arizona. Warren
golfs, bike rides with the family and
enjoys fishing in his spare time.

Jackki was a district manager of a
local corporation. She retired a few
years ago to stay home with their
two children, Sarah 5 years old and
Steven 8 months old. Jackki and the
children enjoy their bike rides
around La Cebadilla.

Sarah is especially interested in
meeting new playmates.
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HISTORY AND LOCAL FACTS
there in 1879, authorities rejected
the name of Redfield for the town.
The name Redington was suggested
instead, and the old road became
known as Redington Road.

Soldiers were sent out from Fort
Lowell over Redington Road on fre-
quent missions to protect the residents
from the Apaches, but the town itself
was wild and lawless despite its
many solid citizens. Old records
show that there were more killings
there in the late 1800’s than in any
other community of its size in
Southern Arizona. By the mid-1880’s,
Apaches were no longer a problem,
but drunken cowboys and desperate
outlaws were.

In a period of drought and hard
times in the 1880’s, many residents
gave up and left the valley. A newly-
arrived Tucson resident, William
Henry Bayless, who also owned
other ranches in the area, began to
buy up land at bargain prices and
soon had enough to establish the
200,000 acre Carlink Ranch.

Although Tucson was the main
source of supplies for the valley,
Redington Road was often impassable.
Travelers were forced to reach Tucson
either through Oracle (70 miles
when passable) or through Benson
(100 miles). Gradually Redington
Road fell into disuse despite frequent
requests from residents for repairs.
At last, on October 9, 1932, the Arizona
Daily Star carried an article which
began, “Tucson will be linked by a
direct road through the mountains
to Redington within a few weeks.
Monday morning, a group of men
who will be paid from the Recon-

The Colorful Story of
Redington Road

Reprinted from a 
March 1986 LCE Newsletter

It began as a rough trail; a trail
leading east over a natural saddle,
between the Santa Catalina and Rincon
Mountains, through a pass know as
Cebadillo, and into the verdant San
Pedro River Valley. Hundreds of
years ago, it was probably used by
the Sobaipari, a tribe of about 2,000
who farmed the valley raising cotton,
maize, wheat, beans, and melons
until driven out by Apaches. In later
years, it became a road, just as rough,
but wider and more traveled as hopeful
miners and farmers, fleeing outlaws,
and the peripatetic Apaches, braved
its dangers. Still later, it was a military
road and stage route as more farmers
and ranchers settled in the valley.

Although others had tried to
establish and hold farms and ranches
in the San Pedro Valley before, it was
not until 1876 when  a New Yorker
named H.T. Redfield ventured into
the area that anyone had been able
to remain for long. Traveling alone,
Redfield and his wife found their
homesite about 33 miles northeast of
Tucson and were later joined by
their son. There they survived on a
single bag of corn and an occasional
wild turkey until their first crop was
harvested. That first crop was good,
the second was flooded out. They
lived in constant fear of the Apaches.
Still they held on. Soon other farm-
ers and ranchers moved in and the
settlement became known as Redfield.
When a post office was established

struction Finance Corporation funds
lent to Arizona will begin work
reconditioning the old stage road
into the valley beyond the pass
between the Rincon and Santa
Catalina mountains.”

Letters on file in the library of the
Arizona Historical Society add a
footnote to the story of Redington
Road. In these letters, written in
October, 1966, a sharp-eyed citizen
points out to authorities that since
the 1930’s, the name Redington has
been misspelled on official maps and
street signs. An extra “d” had been
added. Although the county engineer
was reluctant to acknowledge the
mistake, higher authority prevailed
and the correction was made so that
it will ever be: Redington Road.

Research by Jeanne Penfield

Our annual spring LCE
picnic at the lake
was well attended,
especially by the
new residents.
They were welcomed
by a group of long
time residents and
children in the
community. Along
with perfect weather,
the afternoon was
most enjoyable and
a success.

Linda Douglas, Chairperson

SOCIAL
COMMITTEE



New Non-Emergency Police..............................................................791-4444

Non-Emergency Rural Metro ...........................................................299-1411

Arizona Poison Control.........................................................1-800-362-0101

LCE Security ....................................................................Erica Wolf 760-0067

LCE Pet Lost & Found ...Janet Anderson 749-1285, Joanna Gulli 749-2028,
Jim Kennedy 749-5992, Polly Seeger 749-4270,
Marcia Warwick 760-5555

Pima County Animal Control ..........................................................743-7550

Wildlife Rescue ..................................................................................296-5920

Saguaro National Monument ......................................Park Watch 296-8576

Humane Society.................................................................................327-6088

LCE Vehicle Stickers .................................................Janelle Larsen 749-5299

Bee Removal.....................................by Bee Keeper James Halstead 682-8767

NAME                    AGE  SERVICE PHONE

Jim Anthony 14 Horse care .......................................760-0375

Carolyn Beal 15 Baby sit ...........................................749-4819

Megan Douglas 12 Baby sit or care for animals..............749-2780

Summer Douglas 14 Baby sit or care for animals..............749-2780

Aaron Kershner 16 Baby sit or care for animals..............749-9170

Kyria Kershner 14 Baby sit or care for animals..............749-9170

Tanya Osborne 21 House sit .........................................749-0138

Rachel Osborne 17 Baby sit or care for animals/horses...749-0138

Jolene Osborne 16 Baby sit or care for animals/horses...749-0138

Lindsay Osborne 14 Baby sit or care for animals/horses...749-0138

Gregory Osborne 13 Care for animals ..............................749-0138

�

PREVENT
CRIME

ADULT NEIGHBORS:

Cat Sit
Mary Cunningham is available to

care for your cat, call 749-1613.

PC Consultant

Retired IBM neighbor, very literate
PC Consultant is available to help
anyone in LCE who needs help
shopping for or setting up a PC system.
Call Dick Tourino at 749-9106

Telephone Mary Singer 
at 749-1012 if you would like 

to be listed in this section.

NUMBERS TO KEEP HANDY

SITTERS IN LA CEBADILLA
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When the summer monsoons
arrive, life in the desert is
renewed. Many desert
animals take a seasonal
cue from the rains, among them our
native desert toads. Now is the time
they emerge to reproduce in temporary
pools left behind by the storms. It is
also time for pet owners to beware. 

These desert amphibians have a
built-in passive defense mechanism.
They produce toxins in glands located
in their skin, and one variety, the
large Sonoran Desert toad (Bufo alvrius
—also known as the Colorado River
toad), produces a particularly virulent
toxin. Dogs which mouth or chew
on these toads may suffer severe poi-
soning, even resulting in death.

All toads have a noxious taste if
eaten, and most predators (including
domestic dogs and cats) avoid toads
after their first sampling. But during
the monsoon season, dog owners
should watch their pets to avoid
even this first possible contact.

Excessive salivation, uneven gait,
restlessness, nervousness, inactivity
and pawing at the mouth are all
symptoms of potential poisoning by
toad-produced toxins. The dog’s
mouth should be flushed with a garden
hose, from the back toward the front
of the mouth, if poisoning is suspected.
Poisoning can even occur when dogs
drink from water bowls in which a
toad has rested. Though the majority
of affected dogs recover with no lasting
effects, a cardiotoxin is present which
can be particularly dangerous to
small dogs.

However, the danger posed by
the Sonoran Desert toad has often
been exaggerated. Many dogs show

TOADS & DOGS
During the Monsoon Season

no interest in toads; some remember
their first “foul-tasting” experience,
while others never seem to learn.
Much of the actual risk depends on
the dog’s personality, and owner
control through training and appro-
priate confinement.

Keeping toads out
of pet areas may be
desirable, particularly
at night when the toads
are most active. Walls
or fencing can help, or
removing the toads as
they appear in the yard.
Water sources for dogs
should be cleaned daily
from July through September in
areas where toads are present. Toad-
related fatalities are infrequent compared
to other risks, such as automobiles.

Toads are safe to handle, but it is
best to wash hands afterwards to
prevent the toxin from getting into
eyes or on other mucous membranes.
If this happens, the affected area
should be flushed with water. A
physician should be consulted if any
unusual symptoms develop. Small
children should not be allowed to
play with toads.

The solution to the toad problem
is definitely not toad eradication. The
answer lies in responsible and
informed dog management during
toad season. Toads are extremely
important agents for insect control
and are beneficial to humans and the
environment. The Arizona-Sonora

Desert Museum advocates an attitude of
co-existence with such native wildlife.

Reprinted with permission from the author,
Lauray Yule

EDITORS NOTE: Lauray Yule is a
local naturalist and freelance writer.
You will find additional articles written
by her on “Survival in the Desert”
each month in the Desert Leaf, the
newspaper that is delivered to your
mail box.

Colorado River Toad Bufo alvarius
Length: 3-7”

Contributions to this
newsletter are welcome.

Please contact Janelle Larsen
or Mary Singer, Editors.

EDITORS’ NOTE


